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The paper presents the estimators of three relations: equivalence, tolerance and preference 

in a finite set on the basis of multiple pairwise comparisons, disturbed by random errors; 

they have been developed by the author. The estimators can rest on: binary (qualitative), 

multivalent (quantitative) and combined comparisons. The estimates are obtained on the 

basis of discrete programming tasks. The estimators require weak assumptions about 

distributions of comparisons errors , especially allow non-zero expected values. The 

estimators have good statistical properties, in particular consistency. Precision of the 

estimators can be determined also with the use of simulation methods. The estimates can 

be validated in versatile way. The approach allows verification of the relation type -

equivalence or tolerance (using binary comparisons). 

The paper summarizes briefly the results obtained by the author; the broader view is 

presented in Klukowski 20 I la. 

Keywords: estimation of the relations, pairwise comparisons with random errors, nearest 

ad j oi n i ng order 

1. Introduction 

Estimation of the relations of equivalence, tolernnce, or preference, on the basis of multiple 

pairwise comparisons with random errors, is aimed at determination of an actual structure of 

data. It also provides the properties of estimates. The properties comprise: consistency, 

distributions of e1rnrs, efficiency of estimators , etc. They al low for the statistical validation of 

estimates - including the assumptions concerning the comparison enors and existence of a 

relation. 

The approach applied in the work rests on a statistical paradigm: to determine the relation 

form, which minimizes the inconsistencies (differences) with a sample - in the form of 

multiple pairwise comparisons. Such comparisons can be obtained with the use of statistical 

tests , experts opinions or other procedures, prane to generating random errors. The estimates 

are obtained on the basis of optimization tasks. However, the approach enables also extraction 

of same knowledge about relation type, which is (a priori) unknown. The example is 

determination of the type of a relation - equivalence or tolerance. Moreover, the entire 



estimation process: identification of relation type, estimation and validation of estimates, can 

be computerized. 

The approach presented here is an original contribution of the author to the subject. The 

main components comprise: dete1mination of weak assumptions about distributions of 

compaiison errors, definition of two types of estimators and two types of data - qualitative 

and quantitative, properties of the estimators, and validation of estimates. The assumptions 

allow for the extension of the application sphere of pairwise techniques. The estimators 

considered have different efficiency and computational cost - the results of the work allow for 

choosing the best approach. The estimators al low for combining of both types of comparisons. 

The results of the work provide a comprehensive solution to an important statistical problem. 

The problems, which require estimation of relations of equivalence, tolerance, or 

preference, on the basis of pairwise comparisons with random errors, appear in many 

disciplines of knowledge: economy, finance, medicine, etc. 

The idea of estimators is based on the concept of the nearest adjoining order (NAO -

Slater, 1961, David, 1988): to minimize the inconsistencies with the given set of comparisons. 

The estimators proposed are based on: 

- minimization of the sum of inconsistencies between relation form and (whole) set of 

comparisons 

or 

- minimization of the sum of inconsistencies between relation form and the medians from 

multiple comparisons of each pair. 

The compmisons are assumed also in two basie fo1ms: 

binary - ex pressing qualitative features of a pair, e.g. the direction of preference, and 

multivalent - expressing quantitative features of a pair, e.g. the difference of ranks of 

elements. 

The errors of pairwise comparisons are realizations of some random variables. The 

assumptions about distributions of errors are weaker than those commonly used in the 

literature (David, 1988); they are satisfied in the case of each rational scientific investigation. 

The estimators can be applied also in the case of unknown distributions of compa1ison errors. 

The estimators have good statistical properties, obtained on the basis of: • properties of 

random vaiiables expressing differences between the (actual) relation form and pairwise 

comparisons, • the probabilistic inequalities (Hoeffding 1963, Chebyshev), • prope11ies of 

order statistics (David, 1970). The prope11ies guarantee convergence of estimates to actual 

relation form for the number of independent comparisons of each pair approaching infinity. 
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Thus, the estimators are consistent. The analytical properties of the estimators has been 

complemented with the use of a simulation survey (Klukowski 201 la Chap. 9, Klukowski 

Co11trol and Cybemetics - to appear). It confirms their high efficiency, for a finite number of 

comparisons, and allows for determination of parameters, especially number of comparisons, 

guaranteeing high precision of the estimates. The results of estimation can be verified with the 

use of statistical tests. Thus, the results of the work fili the gap between the methods, which 

require strong assumptions, and the methods based on heuristic rules, not vested with forma! 

properties. 

The literature on pairwise comparisons with random errors concems mainly ranking 

problems - classical results are presented in: David (1988) , Bradley (1976, 1984), Davidson 

(1976) (bibliography), Brnnk (1960). The authors mentioned present and discuss a complete 

range of existing methods: assumptions, estimators and their properties, tests for validation of 

results. In generał, the assumptions required by the methods impose significant restrictions on 

probabilistic properties of comparisons; these assumptions constrain the application sphere. In 

particular, the comparisons can assume only the binary form , indicating the direction of the 

preference; some methods do not allow ties (equivalent elements). The basie methods are 

based on the linear model and the combinatorial models (David, 1988 Ch. 2, 4). 

The literature concerning classification methods, based on pairs of elements is extremely 

extensive (see e.g. Gordon 1999, Hand 1986, Kaufman, Rousseeuv 1990, Hastie, Tibshirani, 

Friedman 2002, Koronacki, Ćwik 2005, Hartigan 1975). However, it should be emphasized 

thai existing approaches do not cover entirely the problems presented in the work. 

The paper consists with 6 sections. The second section presents mai n ideas of estimation, 

in particular the form of estimators. The next section - presents properties of estimators 

obtained by the author. In the forth section are discussed tests for validation of estimates -

they verify assumptions required. The next section discusses briefly optimization algorithms, 

which can be applied for determining of estimates. Last section summarizes results of the 

author in the area under consideration and shows problems for further researches. 

2. Estimation of the relations - main ideas 

2.1. Definitions, notations and formulation of the estimation problems 

The problem of estimation of relation on the basis of pairwise comparisons can be stated as 

follows. 
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We are given a finite set of elements X={x1, ... ,x,,.) (3~m<00). There exists in the set X: 

the equivalence relation R (,) (reflexive, transitive, symmetric), or the tolerance relation R (1) 

(reflexive, symmet1ic), or the preference relation R (p} (altemative of the equivalence relation 

and strict preference relation). Each relation generates some family of subsets x~o•, ... , x'.,1>' 

(fE {p,e,-r);n2:2). 

The equivalence relation generates the family x~'>', ... , x'.,'>' having the following 

properties: 

U" t,>'=X 
Xą ' 

q=I 

where: 

O - the empty set, 

x;,XJ Ex;'>'= x;,x1 - equivalent elements, 

(x; Ex;'>') n (xi E ,r;'>') = x;,x1 - non-equivalent elements for i 1c } , r 1c s. 

The tolerance relation generates the family zt>·, ... ,z'.,n' with the property (2.1), i.e. 

n ( )• ux; = X, and the properties: 
q=l 

3r,s (r 1' s) such thai z;n• nz.'.n' 1' (O), 

x;,x1E ,r;n• = x;,x1- equivalent elements, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(x; E ,r;rJ') n (x1 E ,r;rJ') = x;, x 1 -non-equivalent elements for i 1c J and (x;,x) i! ,r;'>' n x'.n', 

each subset x;n• (l s r s 11) includes an element x; such that x; i! ,r;n• (s 1' r). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The preference relation generates the family x?>', .. , x~">' with the properties (2.1), (2.2) 

and the property: 

(x;E ,r;">') n (xiE z'.">')= x; is preferred to x1 for r<s. (2.8) 

The relations defined by the conditions (2. !) - (2.8) can be expressed, alternatively, by the 

values (functions) T~'>(x;,x 1) ((x;,x)E XxX; eE {p,e,-r), VE {b,Jt); symbols b, µ denote -

respectively- the bi nary and multivalent comparisons), defined as follows: 
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(<) _ _ -{o if exists r such thai (x;, x 1> E x;•·l', 
Tv (1;,.1)- (2.9) 

l othenvise; 

• the function Tfl(x;,x), describing the equivalence relation, assuming binary values, 

expresses the fact if a pair (x,,x1) belongs to a common subset or not; 

!O if e.\lsts r, s (r = s 1101 e.1cluded) such rhat 

Tf>(x1,A) = C,,,.x)E z~r)* n;r~n•, 

I othenv,se, 

(2.10) 

• the function Tf>cx,,x1), describing the tolerance relation, assuming binary values, expresses 

the fact if a pair Cr,,x) belongs to any conjunction of subsets (also to the same subset) or not; 

the condition (2.7) guarantees uniqueness of the description; 

T\;l(.,,,.\) =#(Q; nQ;), 

where: 

0.; - the set of the form 0.; = {s I x, E x'.'l'l, 

#('::.) - the number of elements of the set '::. ; 

(2.11) 

• the function rj;lCr,,.r), describing the tolerance relation, assuming rnultivalent values, 

expresses the number of subsets of conjunction including both elements; condition (2.7) 

guarantees the uniqueness of the description; 

!O if there exists r suci, that (x,,x1)E x;Pl', 

Tb''ł(x,,x1)= -lif .r;E x;P>',x1E X'.P>' a11d r<s; 

I iJ x,E X;p>', x1E X'.p)' mul r > s; 

(2.12) 

• the function T1''>(x;,x), desc1ibing the preference relation, assurning bi nary values, 

expresses the direction of preference in a pair or the equivalence of its elements; 

(2.13) 

• the function T\f>cx; ,x), describing the preference relation, assurning multivalent values, 

expresses the difference of ranks of elements x, and x1 . 

2.2. Assumptions about pairwise comparisons 

The relation x:n•, ... , x:,w is to be determined (estimated) on the basis of N (N:='.ł) 

cornparisons of each pair (x,,x)E X x X; any comparison g~>(x; ,x) evaluates the actual 
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value of T~)(x;,Xj) and can be disturbed by a random error. The following assumptions 

conceming the compmison errors are made: 

Al. The relation type, i.e.: equivalence or tolerance or preference, is known, the number of 

subsets n - unknown. 

A2. Any comparison g~\x;,x) (ł' E {e, -r, p); v E {b, ;1); k = 1, .... N), is the evaluation of the 

value T~)C~;,Xj), disturbed by a random error. The probabilities of e1rnrs 

g~\x;,xj)-TS')(x;,xj) have to satisfy the following assumptions: 

P(g;;'cx;,xj) - Tb1)(x;,x;l = O I Tf'Cx;,Xj) = KW) 2'. 1-J 

CKWE{-1,0,1). óE(O,½)), 
(2.14) 

Z:P(g'.2(x;,x)-Tj!)(x;,xj) = r I Tj,0 (x;,x) = K;;;}) > ½ (Kj;;JE {O •... ,± 111). r - zero or an 
rSO 

integer number), (2.15) 

"P( (/)( -)- (I)(· ·)-- I(/)(· -)- (/)) ½ L. g pk x;,x 1 T 11 x;,x 1 - r Tp X;,x1 - KµiJ > 2 (K);;}E {O •...• ± 111). r - zero or an 
r~O 

integer number), 

P(g'.2(x;,x)-T;?(x;,x) = r) 2'. P(g'.2(x;,Xj)-rjf)C~;,xj) = r + l I 
Tj;)(x;,Xj) = K);]) (K);;}E {0, ... , 111), r > 0), 

P(g'.2 (x;,x)-T~0 (x;,x) = r) 2'. P(g'.2 (x;,Xj)-Tj;>(x;,x;l = r -1 I 
Tii)(x;,Xj)=K);;}) (K);;}E{0, ... ,111), r<O), 

(2. 16) 

(2.17) 

(2. 18) 

A3.The comparisons g~>(x;,xj) (ł'E{e,-r,p); VE{b,p); (x;,x)EXxX; k=l, ... ,N) are 

independent random vmiables. 

The assumption A3 makes it possible to deterrnine the distributions of estimation e,rnrs of 

estimators proposed in this work. However, dete1mination of the exact distributions of the 

(multidimensional) e1Tors, in an analytic way, is complicated and in practice unrealizable. The 

main properties of the estimators, especially their consistency, are valid without the 

assumption. 

The assumption A3 can be relaxed in the following way: the compmisons g~)(x;,Xj) and 

g~)(x„x.l (I* k; r * i, j; s * i, j), i.e. including different elements, have to be independent. 

In the case of the preference relation including equivalent elements, the condition (2.14) 

can be relaxed to the form (2.15) - (2.16). 

The assumptions A2 - A3 reflect the following properties of distributions of comparisons 

e1Tors: 
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• the probability of coITect comparison is greater than of the inco1Tect one - in the case of 

bi nary comparisons (inequality (2.14)); 

• zero is the median of each distribution of comparison enor (inequalities (2.14)- (2 .16)); 

• zero is the mode of each distribution of comparison en-or (inequalities (2.14)- (2.18)); 

• the set of all comparisons comprises the realizations of independent random variables; 

• the expected value of any comparison error can differ from zero. 

The assumptions about comparisons e,rnrs are not restricted. Especially, the en-ors can 

have non-zero expected values; the probabilities of errorless results have to satisfy the mode 

and median condition. These features guarantee broad spectrum of applications and protects 

against incon-ect results. 

2.3. The form of estimators 

The main idea of the estimators proposed, i.e. minimization of differences between the 

relation and the pairwise comparisons, refers to a well -known principle. However, in the case 

under consideration, it does not indicate analytical properties, because it is not associated with 

minimization of the likelihood function (which requires dist1ibutions of comparison e,rnrs) or 

the sum of error squares. In our case, the properties of the estimators have been obtained on 

the basis of differences between the properties of the eITorless estimate (actual form of the 

relation) and the estimates different from the errorless one. The properties have been proven 

by the author on the basis of the well -known probabilistic inequalities (see Hoeffding, 1963, 

Chebyshev - for variance), properties of order statistics (David, 1970), and convergence of 

variances. The theoretical properties have been verified through the simulation survey. 

Two forms of estimators are examined. 

The estimate based on the total sum of differences, denoted .it, ... , .t/J (or 

t::1tx;,x1) < i, j >ER,,,), results from the minimization problem: 

(2.19) 

where: 

p~l - the feasible set, i.e. the family of all relations x\n, .. . , x;0 of e - th type in the set X, 

r~\x;,x1) - the function describing any relation (xil, ... , x;/)l of e -th type, 

R,,, - the set of the form R,,,=(<i,j> [ !5,i,}5,111; j>i) 

(symbol g~l(x;,x) is used for both random vaiiables and realizations, because this does not 

lead to misunderstanding). 
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In the case of the preference relation and binary comparisons the following 

transformation is also applied: 

(I) - (I) . -{o if g~\x;,x;) = 1S1>cx;,x;); 
0(g.., (x;,x;) lu (x;,x1))- (I) 

I if g.., (x;,x1) et 1S1>(x;,x;). 
(2.19a) 

The criterion function with the use of the transformation (2.19a), expresses the number of 

differences between the comparisons and the function T~">(x;,x1). It is simpler from the 

computational point of view, because the variables 0(g~>(x;,x1)-1S1>(x;,.,)) assume binary 

values (zero or one), while the difference lg~\x;,x1)-1S1>(x;, x1)/ assumes values from the set 

(O,± I,± 2). The prope11ies of both approaches are si mi lar (Klukowski, 1990b). 

The estimate based on medians, denoted i;l), ... , i;'> (or f~1\x;,x;) ), is obtained on the 

basis of the following minimization problem: 

• { 'C' I (l,m,)( ) (/)( )j} mm L, gu X;,Xj -fu X;,Xj , 
z\0 , ... ,t,t)EFx <i,j>ERm 

(2.20) 

where: 

g~1·""\x;,x1) - the sample median (a middle value) in the set {g~\(x;,x1), ... , g~). 

The estimate, resulting from the criterion (2.19) or (2.19a) will be denoted with symbols 

x:0 , ... , x;0 or (equivalently) f~0 (x;,x;), while the estimate resulting from the criterion (2.20) 

- with symbols i\'>, ... , i;1> or f~'>(x;,x;). 

In the case of the preference relation and medians from comparisons, the following 

transformation is also applied: 

{
Q if (l,m,)( )- (I)( )· 

(t.md _ (I') _ 1 8u X;,XJ -fu X;,XJ, 
0(gu (x;,x;) fu (x;,x1))- . (l.m,) (I) 

I if gu (x;,x;)cttu (x;,XJ), 
(2.20a) 

instead of the difference lg~'·"''> (x;,x;)- 1L1> (x;,x1)/. 

The transformation (2.20a) sums up the number of inconsistencies between the 

comparisons and the relation form, while the difference ,g~1-'"<> (x;,x;)-1L'>(x;,x;)/ takes also 

into account the opposite direction of preference in a comparison. The optimization based on 

transformation (2.20a) is simpler to solve; and both approaches have similar efficiency (see 

Klukowski, 1990b). 

It is elear that the number of estimates, resulting from the criterion functions (2.19), 

(2.19a), (2.20), (2.20a) can exceed one; the unique estimate can be determined in a random 
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way or as a result of validation. Multiple estimates can appear also in other methods (see 

David 1988, Ch. 2). The minimal values of the respective functions are equal zero. 

The assumptions Al - A3 allow for inference about distributions of errors of estimates. 

Let us discuss first the estimator based on of the criterion (2.19). For each relation type one 

can determine a finite set including all possible realizations of comparisons 

g~) (x; ,Xj), u E { e,1", p ) , UE {b,p), k = !, ... , N; < i, j >E R,,,) 

and the probability of each realization. The use of the criterion (2.19) determines: the 

estimate, its probability and estimation e1rnr. The e1rnr has the form: 

{f:i(x, ,x)-T':J(x;,x); < i,j >ER,,,), i.e. it is a multidimensional random variable. The analysis 

of such error is, in fact, unrealizable and it is suggested to replace it with one-dimension e1Tor: 

•(O_ "" 1•(')( ) (f)( li Ó.u - . _L.. Tu X;,XJ -Tu X;,XJ • 
<t,J>ER,,, 

(2.21) 

The estimate with the error ,&~i= O is the e1Torless estimate. The probability of such 

en"Or can be determined in the analytic way - as a sum of probabilities of all realizations of 

compa1isons indicating the errorless estimate. It is elear that its value (probability) depends on 

the number of comparisons N and the variance of compaiison errors; increase of N decreases 

the probability of such e1TOr and decreases the variance of the estimator. The probabilities of 

errors different from zero can be determined in a similar way; all possible e1Tors and their 

probabilities determine the distribution function of the estimation error. Determination of the 

probability function in the analytic manner is complicated and involves huge computational 

cost - even for moderate 111. Therefore, simulation approach has to be used for this purpose. 

Simulation study provides complementary (to analytic results) knowledge about efficiency of 

estimators, especially useful in applications. 

Si mi lar considerations apply for the criteria (2.19a), (2.20), (2.20a). 

3. Properties of estimators 

The analytical properties of the estimators, established by the author, have mainly asymptotic 

character, i.e. they apply to the case N --t 00 • The properties guarantee the basie feature of the 

estimators - consistency. It is elear that e1rnrless estimates can be also obtained for finite N, 

with probability close to one, because the number of variants (in optimization problems) is 

huge, but finite. In generał, precision of estimates depends not only on N, but also on 

distributions of comparison e1rnrs and same features of the form of relation, e.g. the number 

of subsets II and the number of elements in each subset. The precision level is also not the 
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same for both estimators considered. Simulation survey (Klukowski 201 la, 2012a, b) gives 

indications about the necessary number of N for given distributions of comparison en-ors. 

The analytical properties of the estimators are based on prope11ies of random variables 

expressing differences between pairwise comparisons and the relation form (expressed by 

rl:>cx;,x1 ) ). It has been demonstrated in the papers of the author that the variables 

con-esponding to the actual relation form have different properties than the variables 

con-esponding to any other relation. The following results have been obtained: 

(i) the expected values of the variables, coJTesponding to actual relation form are !ower than 

the expected values of variables COITesponding to any other relation; 

(ii) the variances of the variables expressing differences between comparisons and the relation 

form, both - actual and different than actual, divided by the number of comparisons N in 

the case of sum of differences, converge to zero for N~ oo; 

(iii) the probability of the event that the variable coITesponding to actual relation assumes a 

value !ower than the variable con-esponding to a relation other than actual converges to 

one for N~ 00 ; the speed of convergence guarantees good efficiency of the estimates. 

Properties (i) - (iii) provide the basis for construction of estimators; these prope11ies have 

been complemented with some additional features and a simulation study. An impo11ant result 

of the simulation survey consists in the fact that efficiency of the estimator based on the sum 

of inconsistencies is higher than of the median estimator; the latter estimator is, though, 

simpler from computational point of view and more robust with respect to outliers. 

Let us illustrate these considerations by the simplest case, i.e. equivalence relation and the 

estimator resulting from the c1ite1ion (2.20). The differences between any compmison 

g~;\x;,x;) and the value Tb,i(x;,x;) assume the form: 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The sum of differences assumes, for any k (1 $ k $N), the form: 

I uW'(x;,x;)+ I vi;}'(x;,x;), 
<i ,j>E /(~)• <i ,j>E)ld" 

(2.24) 

where: 

1<,J' - the set of pairs {< i,j > I Tb'l'(x;,x;) =O}, 
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1<<l' - the set of pairs {< i,j > I Tie>'(x;,x) = I). 

The total sum of the differences between the relation form and the compa1isons is equal: 

N 

wi;f=I:( I: uit(x„x1 )+ I: vit(x,,x)). 
k=I <i.J>e/1''l' <t,J>Ei(d' 

(2.25) 

Under the assumptions Al, A2, A3, the expected values of the vmiables ui,?'(x;,xi), 

vit(x;,xi) satisfy the inequalities: E(ui',/'(x;,xi))5t5, E(vi?(x;,x))5t5. Therefore, the 

expected value of the variable wW' satisfies the inequality E(W1t) 5 Nm<;--ii t5. Assumptions 

Al - A3 allow for determining the variance Var(wit); its value is finite and satisfies the 

inequality Var(wi~') 5 Nm<;•-IJ t5(1-t5). 

Obviously: 

E(f Wt~•) :5 mc,;-1) Ó' 

lim Var(-;!;wit) =O. 
N-,= 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Let us consider any relation x:•-i_ ... , x~•-J different than z:<J• .... , z:;i•; this means that there 

exist pairs (x;,x;), such that f1<l(x;,x;) te Tfl(x;,x;). Define the random variables D1:\x;,x;), 

v1:)(x;,x;), COITesponding to the such values ft)(x;,Xj): 

{
Q if (<)( ) ~(d( ) ~(<l( ) 0 

~cd . __ = 1 gu1.: x;,Xj =Tu x _;, x 1_· ; Tb X;,XJ = ; 
U bk (_\,. .\) . (<) - (d . -(,·) _ 

I if gu,(x;,x)icTu (x,,x1), Tu (x;,x;)-0, 
(2.28) 

{o if cd( ) - -c,i( )· -c<J( )- I· -<t'l _ _ 1 gu1.: x;,x1_· -Tu x;,XJ, Tu X;,XJ - , 

V uk (x;,x)- . C<J -c,J _ -c,J _ 
I if gu,(x;,x1)1'Tu (x; ,x),Tu (x;,x;)-1. 

(2.29) 

The expected values E(Ub:\,;,xi)), E<v1;\r;,x)) assume the form: 

E( -(.-) ( )) - O .. P( M ( ) - O I M ( ) - 1) Ubk x;,XJ - 'i' gbk x;,XJ - Tu x,,XJ - + 
(2.30) 

E(v1~\x; ,Xj)) = Ox P(gt:\x;,x;) = o I Ti')(x; ,Xj) = 0) + 

I x P(g1:\x; ,x i)= I I Tb<l (x;, x;) = O) 2: 1-5, 
(2.31) 

and: 

~(t') N ~(t') ~(t') 111(111-I) 
E(wbN)= I:<I:E(ubk (x;,x;))+ I:E(vbk (x;,Xj)))>-2-tS. 

k=I 71r1 7c~1 
(2.32) 

The formulae (2.26)-(2.32) indicate that the expected value E( _(;-w::i•), cotTesponding to 

the actual relation x:<J• •... , x:,d•, is !ower than the expected value E(-;i,-w1~), cotTesponding to 
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any other relation i?l, ... , ih"l. The variances of both variables converge to zero for N • =. 

Th .· bi (,)'( ) (,)'( ) I I I (,)'( ) (,)( )I d . e va11a es Ubk x,,xj , Vbk x,,xj assume va ues equa to gbk x,,xi -Tb x,,xi , use in 

the criterion function (2.19). Moreover, it can be also shown (see Klukowski, 1994), that: 

P(wW' < wi~) <'.l-exp{-2N(f-J/). (2.33) 

The above facts indicate that the estimator ż?l, ... , ż~Pl, minimizing the number of 

inconsistencies with comparisons, guarantees the errorless estimate for N • =. The 

inequality (2.33) shows that the errorless estimate can be obtained with the probability close 

to one for finite N. Moreover, the inequality indicates the influence of J and N on the 

precision of the estimator. The distribution of an eJTor of the estimator, for given parameters, 

has to be evaluated with the use of simulation approach. 

The properties of the median estimator are based on the fact that the random variables 

N N 1i I:utt(x,,x) and ¾ I:vtt(x,,xi) converge, with probability one, to a limit equal or !ower 
k=I k=I 

than J, for N • =. Therefore, the median gt'·""l(x,,xi) converges to the actual value 

ri"'Cx,,xi). As a result, minimization of (2.20) guarantees that the estimate x:'l, ... , .t<l 

converges to z)<l', ... , ,r~'l'. Moreover, it can be shown (see Klukowski, 1994) that: 

(2.34) 

Inequality (2.34) gives some evaluation of precision and speed of convergence of the 

median estimator; the evaluation of error of the estimator has been obtained with the use of 

simulation approach (see Klukowski 201 la, Chap. 9). 

The results presented in Klukowski (1994) include some additional inequalities and 

evaluations, especially for the case of single comparison for each pair. They are not repeated 

in this work, which concentrates on multiple comparisons. Moreover, simulation survey 

covers and completes some of these results. 

The above considerations are valid also in the case of the tolerance and preference 

relations, estimated with the use of binary comparisons. 

The case of multivalent comparisons, can be analyzed in a similar way. However, the 

considerations are more complicated from the analytical point of view - the details are 

presented in Klukowski 2011a, Chap. 6 and 8. 

4. Validation of estimates 
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The estimators of relations are based on the assumptions Al-A3. The crucial assumption Al 

states thai the relations exist and their type is known, the assumptions A2 and A3 establish the 

properties of pairwise compmisons. These assumptions can be verified with the use of 

statistical tests; the positive result of verification validates the estimate obtained. 

The first step of validation is to verify the assumptions about comparison e1TOrs. The 

assumptions A2 and A3 can be verified with the use of the well-known tests for 

independence, randomness, unimodality, and values of mode and median (see Daniel, 1990, 

Sheskin, 1997, Siegel and Castellan, 1988, Domaóski, 1990, Hollander, Wolfe, 1973, 

Randles, Wolfe, 1979, Sachs, 1978). Such hypotheses can be tested on the basis of 

comparisons: 

g~':!(x,,x), ... , g~(x,,x) (VE {b,,u), < i, j >ER,,,, ee {e, T, p)) 

or differences: 

g~\x,,xi)-f~\x,,x), g~>(x,,xi)-f~\x,,x) (k = 1, ... ,N); 

with the details given in (Klukowski 201 la, Chap. IO, Klukowski 201 lc). 

The assumption of independence of the whole set of comparisons is difficult to verify; it 

seems more reliable to ve1ify the assumption about independence of comparisons of 

individual pairs. 

Verification of existence of a relation has to be dane after the positive results of tests 

verifying the assumptions A2, A3 and has to be based on the estimates of the relation. Typical 

hypotheses verify the fact that the estimate is valid, i.e. the relation exists, under alternatives 

about the equivalency of all elements of the set X or randomness of comparisons or other data 

structure. Another basis for the verification is constituted by the optima! values of the 

functiol'ls (2.19), (2.19a) or (2.20), (2.20a); large values indicate significant differences with 

comparisons and suggest rejection of estimates. Critical values of such tests have to be 

obtained on the basis of simulations. 

Some other features of estimates of relations can be used as the basis for verification, like, 

e.g., positive conelation of ranks of individual elements obtained on the basis of sequential 

subsets of comparisons: 

g~::(.r„xj), ... , g'._.'.;(x„xj) (ee {e,T,p), VE{b,Jl),<i,}>E R,,,). 

The tests for verification of relation type, i.e. equivalence or tolerance, and the weak or 

strong form of the preference relation have also been developed by the author (see Klukowski 

201 la, Chap. IO). 
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5. Solving of optimization problems 

Minimization of the functions (2.19), (2.20) is, in generał, not an easy problem, because of the 

dimensions of the feasible set. Currently, the aigorithms are availabie only for ranking 

problems based on binary single comparisons (see David, 1988, Ch. 2, Hansen P. , et al 1994); 

they refer to the dynamie programming or branch-and-bound aigorithms, some of them can be 

used for known 11 • The algorithms are efficient for the moderate number of elements m. In the 

case of large m, the problems can be also solved with the use of heuristic aigorithms: genetic 

(Faikenauer, 1998), artificial neural networks, random search (Ripiey, 2006), swaim 

intelligence (Abraham and Grosan, 2006), etc. 

In the case of multivalent comparisons the exact algorithms are not available now. The 

problems with moderate number of elements m, i.e. 3-12, can be solved with the use of 

complete enumeration. Problems with higher number of elements can be solved using 

heuristic algorithms, mentioned above. 

It is obvious that the estimators based on multivalent comparisons require more 

computations than those based on binary comparisons. However, speed of computers 

increases quickly and computational problems will disappear in a near future. 

It seems that computers based on new quantum technology will allow for solving the 

problems without significant restrictions on the number of elements m. New optimization 

alg01ithms have to be developed for such computers. 

6. Summary • achievements of the work and further researches 

The work here contained constitutes the synthesis of main results of the author conceming 

estimation of three relations - equivalence, tolerance, and preference - on the basis of 

pairwise comparisons with random errors (see Klukowski in Literature). The problems of thai 

type occur often in applications and have been investigated in statistical literature. Therefore, 

it appears reasonable to devote to them an entire individual work. 

The following new resuits, presented here, should be emphasized. 

1°. Two types of data have been taken inio account: binary and multivalent. 

Binary data reflect qualitative features of the compared pairs of elements, i.e. equivalence or 

direction of preference in a pair, while multivalent data - quantitative features , i.e. the number 

of subsets including both elements (tolerance relation) or distance between elements - in the 

form of difference of ranks (preference relation). 
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2°. The assumptions concerning the compaiison eJTors are weaker than those commonly used 

in the literature, especially: 

a) expected values of comparison e1Tors can differ from zero, 

b) dist1ibutions of comparison eJTors may be unknown, 

c) comparisons including the same element can be coITelated. 

Therefore, the algorithms proposed can be used in the cases, when the existing algorithms are 

not applicable (can produce incorrect results). 

3°. Two estimators have been examined; the first one is based on the sum of differences 

between the relation form and the compmison data, the second is based on differences 

between the relation form and the median from comparisons of each pair. The estimators have 

a simple intuitive form, i.e. optimization tasks, and analytical properties guaranteeing good 

efficiency, especially in the case of multiple comparisons of each pair. The properties 

indicate, in particular, that the efficiency of the first estimator is better, but involves higher 

cost of computations. The median estimator requires a !ower amount of computations in the 

case of application of optimization algorithms, and is more robust (robustness is important 

property in the case of multivalent comparisons). 

4°. The analytical properties of the estimators have been complemented with the results of 

simulation study. This allows for determining of parameters, especially the number of 

comparisons N, guaranteeing the required precision of estimates; a definite value of N 

provides for the frequency of eITorless result close to one or equal one. The simulation 

approach allows for evaluation of the distribution of frequencies of eJTorless solution also in 

the case of unknown distributions of comparison eITors. Such distributions are replaced by 

some boundary distributions - the quasi-unifmm distributions, proposed by the author. The 

simulation study indicates an excellent efficiency of multivalent estimators - the original 

concept of the author; the e1rnrless estimate can be obtained for moderate N and the 

probability of eITorless comparison !ower than ½. 

5°. The properties of estimates can be thoroughly validated; validation comprises the fact of 

existence of the relation and the assumptions as to the comparison e!1'ors. The assumptions 

can be verified with the use of known tests and the methods proposed by the author. The 

establishment of existence of relation can also be based on simulation approach. It is possible, 

as well, to choose the relation type - equivalence or tolerance, and the type of the preference 

relation - stiict or weak. Therefore, the approach has the features of data mining techniques. 

6°. The precision of the estimators, examined in the simulation study (Chapter 9, Klukowski, 

2011a, Klukowski - to appear), are based on measures proposed in the work: • frequency of 
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the errorless estimate, • average absolute , one-dimensional error, and • distribution of the 

average absolute, one-dimensional error. The one-dimensional error is the sum of components 

of the multi-dimensional error. It is an adequate measure of difference between the estimate 

and the relation; however, multi-dimensional error can also be subject to analysis, especially 

in graphical form. 

7°. The approach proposed allows for combining of comparisons obtained from different 

sources, e .g. statistical tests, experts, neural networks. It is also possible to combine binary 

and multivalent data and to apply two-stage estimators, based, in the first stage, on binary 

comparisons, and in the second stage - on multivalent compaiisons, obtained in the first stage. 

8°. The estimates are obtained on the basis results from optimization tasks. They can be 

solved with the use of complete enumeration of the feasible set or the heuristic algorithms . 

The first approach requires fast processors, which are available cu1rently. Heu1istic algo1ithms 

can be based on random search, genetic algorithms, swarm intelligence, or hierarchical 

agglomeration algorithms. 

9°. The approach presented will be developed in the following directions: statistical learning, 

estimation of more complex structures of data (e.g. hierarchical), multidimensional (multi

criteria) pairwise comparisons, etc. An important field is also constituted by application of the 

estimators and tests developed. 
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